M E A N I N G F U L PA RT N E R S H I PS

Why Meaning?
The purpose of Meaning is to convene,
inspire, connect and galvanise the
growing community of people who believe
that business can and must be a force for
positive change in our dynamic and
volatile world.
It happens every November in Brighton,
UK. 2019 will be our eighth edition. Our
speakers are international thinkers and
doers from business, academia, activism
and the arts. Two tracks of breakout
sessions run in parallel with the talks.
Meaning Fringe:
During the week that Meaning comes to
town Brighton plays host to a smörgåsbord
of independently organised events centred
around the core conference, all created by
members of the wider Meaning community.

Watch this three minute video to find
out what makes Meaning so special

From Europe
and beyond

The Meaning community

Where do they come from?

Who comes to Meaning?

15%
35%
50%

Leaders from brands, large
charities & public sector

Further aﬁeld
in the UK

Independent coaches &
consultants working with
SMEs

30%
25%

i

500 participants.
Tickets were SOLD OUT.

Meaning 2018 had

5K followers

30%
Entrepreneurs,
start-ups & agencies

Brighton and the
surrounding area

15%

Change agents from grass roots
organisations and small NFPs

800 subscribers / 100k total views

2.2k subscribers / 35% open rate

“One day there will be a post-capitalist themed
Davos. In the interim there is Meaning”
Paul Mason - Journalist & Guest Director of Meaning 2016

The Meaning community
Meaning participants are highly engaged
purpose-driven leaders leaders and
ethical consumers, who can and do
amplify ideas and stories from Meaning
online and through their personal
networks.
They come to Meaning to:
Be part of a community of like-minded people
Get inspired by ideas from the edges of
business & culture
Learn about what it means to redeﬁne
success in business
Explore the notion of meaningful work
Connect and learn from brands that have
purpose at their heart.
Dig deep into their own self-awareness

“I had such a great time, as I walked out of lunch and
all I thought was how I wish I could talk to everyone”
Juliet Davenport - CEO of Good Energy & Meaning Speaker

“Thought provoking, ideas-laden day at #Meaningconf”

“Thought provoking, ideas-laden day at #MeaningConf!”

Head of PR - Cheapﬂights.com

“Thank you for a wonderful inspiring day yesterday,
you nail it every year.”
Director - Crunch Accounting

Head of PR - Cheapﬂights.com

Meaningful partnerships
It’s commercial support from the right
kind of partners that helps Meaning to
maintain its quality of content and
experience.
Why become a partner?
Be part of a community of like-minded people
Positioning alongside other purpose-driven
organisations
Access to a community of highly engaged early
adopters and ethical consumers
Engage directly with an audience of inﬂuencers
and potential brand ambassadors
Meet and network with the right audience in an
atmosphere that inspires lasting relationships

“Truly honoured to be part of #MeaningConf with so many
amazing people, stories and ambitions. Excited about next year!”
Luis Suarez - IBMer & Meaning Speaker

Meaningful partnerships

COST (EXCLUDING VAT)
NUMBER AVAILABLE

HEADLINER

EXPERT

EXHIBITOR

FRIEND

£9,500

£6,500

£4,500

£2,500

1

2

2

6

x 10

x5

x5

x5

x8

x6

x4

x2

15 minute speaking slot on the main stage at Meaning 2019
Professionally edited video of the main stage talk
Hosting one of our optional breakout sessions
Exhibition stand in the main networking space
Conference passes for team members and clients
A ‘thank you’ and logo on the Meaning website and in the conference booklet
Guest post on the Meaning blog
Newsletter feature
Social media posts

Contact: Louise Ash on +44 (0) 7899 812837 or louiseash@meaningfulevents.co.uk

Get involved
If you'd like to explore the beneﬁts and
opportunities of becoming part of the
Meaning community as a partner or
sponsor our event director Louise Ash
would love to hear from you.

Louise Ash: 07899 812 837

louiseash@meaningfulevents.co.uk

meaningconference.co.uk

